My Book. Simple Shui for Every Day: 365 Ways to Feng Shui Your Life by Amanda Gibby Peters. Simple Shui for Every Day is a user-friendly, practical guide for applying the ancient wisdom of Feng Shui with modern sensibilities. It includes 365 unique prompts: one for every day of the year. These prompts are "grab and go" and don't have to be done in a specific order. What's even better is that they don't require any prior knowledge of Feng Shui. With its guidance and encouragement and a little of your focus every day, Simple Shui for Every Day will help you fertilize the magic in your life right now. Good Feng Shui meant good fortune and bad Feng Shui meant misfortune. The fundamental principles of Feng Shui are the yin and yang. It is a representation of balance in one's life and of continual change. Yin is described as female and yang as male. It also follows the five-elements theory: fire, water, metal, earth, and wood. These elements interact in a constructive or destructive manner. The nine principles of Feng Shui are:· Declutter· Position furniture correctly· Work and rest areas should be separate· Repairs should be done immediately· Hang mirrors· Display plants and flowers· Install a Feng Shui Secrets That Will Change Your life www.waytofengshui.com 3 Table of Contents An Overview Feng Shui and Money - Ursi's Eso Garden. 244 Pages·2003·8.25 MB·11,419 Downloads. "Feng Shui and Money is a design guide for the mind, home, and spirit. Step by step, it walks Taoist Feng Shui. The Ancient Roots of the Chinese Art of Placement. 164 Pages·1999·19.49 MB·10,335 Downloads·New! • The first book to explain how feng shui developed from the Taoist systems of astrology, yin Feng Shui Made Easy. 226 Pages·2011·13.39 MB·9,615 Downloads. trees for every one tree used in the